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Elizabeth's Women Tracy Borman 2009 "Elizabeth I was born into a world of women.As a
child, she was served by a predominantly female household of servants and governesses,
with occasional visits from her mother, Anne Bolyen, and the wives who later took her
place.As Queen, Elizabeth was constantly attended by ladies of the bedchamber and maids
of honour who clothed her, bathed her and watched her while she ate.Among her family, it
was her female relations who had the greatest influence- from her sister Mary, who
distrusted and later imprisoned her, to her cousin, Mary, Queen of Scots, who posed a
constant and dangerous threat to her crown for almost thirty years. espite the importance of
women in Elizabeth s life, most historians and biographers have focused on her relationships
with men.She has been portrayed as a man s woman who loved to flirt with the many
ambitious young men who frequented her court.Yet it is the women in her life who provide
the most fascinating insight into the character of this remarkable monarch.With them she
was jealous, spiteful and cruel, as well as loyal, kind and protective.She showed her frailties
and her insecurities, but also her considerable shrewdness and strength.In short, she w
The Witchcraft Reader Darren Oldridge 2002 The excellent reader offers a selection of the
best historical writing on witchcraft, exploring how belief in witchcraft began, and the social
and context in which this belief flourished.
Witchcraft Myths in American Culture Marion Gibson 2012-08-21 A fascinating examination
of how Americans think about and write about witches, from the 'real' witches tried and
sometimes executed in early New England to modern re-imaginings of witches as pagan
priestesses, comic-strip heroines and feminist icons. The first half of the book is a thorough
re-reading of the original documents describing witchcraft prosecutions from 1640-1700 and
a re-thinking of these sources as far less coherent and trustworthy than most historians have
considered them to be. The second half of the book examines how these historical
narratives have transformed into myths of witchcraft still current in American society, writing
and visual culture. The discussion includes references to everything from Increase Mather

and Edgar Allan Poe to Joss Whedon (the writer/director of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, which
includes a Wiccan character) and The Blair Witch Project.
Henry VIII Tracy Borman 2018-11
Magic as a Political Crime in Medieval and Early Modern England Francis Young 2017-10-30
Treason and magic were first linked together during the reign of Edward II. Theories of occult
conspiracy then regularly led to major political scandals, such as the trial of Eleanor Cobham
Duchess of Gloucester in 1441. While accusations of magical treason against high-ranking
figures were indeed a staple of late medieval English power politics, they acquired new
significance at the Reformation when the 'superstition' embodied by magic came to be
associated with proscribed Catholic belief. Francis Young here offers the first concerted
historical analysis of allegations of the use of magic either to harm or kill the monarch, or
else manipulate the course of political events in England, between the fourteenth century
and the dawn of the Enlightenment. His book addresses a subject usually either passed over
or elided with witchcraft: a quite different historical phenomenon. He argues that while
charges of treasonable magic certainly were used to destroy reputations or to ensure the
convictions of undesirables, magic was also perceived as a genuine threat by English
governments into the Civil War era and beyond.
The True Story vs. Myth of Witchcraft Frederick George Lee 2019-12-18 Musaicum Books
presents to you this ultimate collection about witchcraft: Introduction to Witchcraft: The
Superstitions of Witchcraft by Howard Williams The Devil in Britain and America by John
Ashton Witchcraft in Europe: History of Magic and Witchcraft: Magic and Witchcraft Lives of
the Necromancers Witch, Warlock, and Magician Practitioners of Magic & Witchcraft and
Clairvoyance Mary Schweidler, the Amber Witch Sidonia, the Sorceress La Sorcière: The
Witch of the Middle Ages Tales & Legends: Witchcraft & Second Sight in the Highlands &
Islands of Scotland Witch Stories Studies: The Witch Mania Witchcraft and Superstitious
Record in the South-Western District of Scotland Modern Magic Witchcraft in America: The
Wonders of the Invisible World Salem Witchcraft Salem Witchcraft and Cotton Mather A
History of the Salem Village Witchcraft Trials An Account of the Witchcraft Delusion at Salem
in 1682 House of John Procter, Witchcraft Martyr, 1692 Studies: The Salem Witchcraft, the
Planchette Mystery, and Modern Spiritualism by Samuel Roberts Wells The Witchcraft
Delusion in Colonial Connecticut (1647-1697) by John M. Taylor Witchcraft of New England
Explained by Modern Spiritualism by Allen Putnam On Witchcraft: Glimpses of the
Supernatural – Witchcraft and Necromancy by Frederick George Lee Letters On
Demonology And Witchcraft by Sir Walter Scott
King's Mistress, Queen's Servant Tracy Borman 2010-12-15 Henrietta Howard, later
Countess of Suffolk, was the long-term mistress and confidante of King George II. She was
also, as Tracy Borman's wonderfully readable biography reveals, a dedicated patron of the
arts; a lively and talented intellectual in her own right; a victim of adultery; a passionate
advocate for the rights of women long before the dawn of feminism. Above all she was a
woman of reason in an Age of Reason. The mark that this enigmatic and largely neglected
royal mistress left on the society and culture of early Georgian England was to resonate well
beyond the confines of the court, and can still be felt today.
Witch Stories. Collected by E. Lynn Linton afterwards LINTON LYNN (Elizabeth) 1861
Witches Tracy Borman 2013 September 1613. In Belvoir Castle, the heir of one of England's
great noble families falls suddenly and dangerously ill. His body is 'tormented' with violent
convulsions. Within a few short weeks he will suffer an excruciating death, and soon the
whole family will be stricken with the same terrifying symptoms. The second son, the last of
the male line, will not survive. It is said witches are to blame. And so the Earl of Rutland's

sons will not be the last to die. Yet this is not a typical case of paranoia or hysteria: the most
powerful and Machiavellian figure of the Jacobean court has a vested interest in events at
Belvoir, and he masterminds a conspiracy that will remain hidden for centuries...
Witchcraft, Witch-Hunting, and Politics in Early Modern England Peter Elmer 2016-01-14
Witchcraft, Witch-hunting, and Politics in Early Modern England offers a wide-ranging and
original overview of the subject of witchcraft and its place in English society, covering the
period from the beginning of witch trials in the early years of the reign of Elizabeth I through
to the repeal of the Witchcraft Statute in 1736. In contrast to other approaches to the subject,
which have tended to focus on the origins of witchcraft in gender and/orsocio-economic
explanations, this volume situates belief in witchcraft and witch-hunting within the context of
the political and religious debates of the period, shedding new light on the subject through a
series oforiginal case studies based on extensive archival research.
Gypsy Sorcery and Fortune-telling Charles Godfrey Leland 1891 Book may have numerous
typos, missing text, images, or index. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the
original book (without typos) from the publisher. 1891. Excerpt: ... CHAPTER XIV.' A GYPSY
MAGIC SPELL. HOKKANI BASO LELLIN DUDIKABIN, OR THE GREAT SECRET
CHILDREN'S RHYMES AND INCANTATIONS TEN LITTLE INDIAN BOYS AND TEN
LITTLE ACORN GIRLS OF MARCELLUS BURDI- GALENSIS. HERE is a meaningless
rhyme very common among children. It is repeated while "counting off" --or "out" --those who
are taking part in a game, and allotting to each a place. There are many versions of it, but
the following is exactly word for word what I learned when a boy in Philadelphia: -- Ekkeri (or
ickery), akkery, u-kcry an, Fillisi', follasy, Nicholas John, Queebee - quabee -- Irishman (or,
Irish Mary), Stingle 'em--stangle 'em--buck! With a very little alteration This chapter is
reproduced, but with much addition, from one in my work entitled "The Gypsies," published
in Boston, 1881, by Houghton and Mifflin. London: Trubner Sc Co. The addition will be the
most interesting portion to the folk-lorist. in sounds, and not more than children make of
these verses in different places, this may be read as follows: -- Ek-keri (yekori) akairi, you
kair an, Fillissin, follasy, Nakelas jan Kivi, kavi--Irishman, Stini, stani--buck! This is, of course,
nonsense, but it is Romany or gypsy nonsense, and it may be thus translated very
accurately: -- First--here--you begin! Castle, gloves. You don't play! Go on! Kivi--a kettle.
How are you? Stdni, buck. The common version of the rhyme begins with-- "One--ery--two-ery, ickery an." But one-ery is an exact translation of ek-keri; ek, or yek, meaning one in
gypsy. (Ek-orus, or yek-korus, means once). And it is remarkable that in-- "Hickory dickory
dock, The rat ran up the clock, The clock struck one, And down he run, Hickory dickory
dock." We have hickory, or ek-keri, again followed by a significant one. It may be observed
that while my firs...
Fallen Angel Tracy Borman 2021-12-08 In the gripping conclusion to Tracy Borman's Stuartera trilogy, Frances Gorges must face a dangerous new enemy deep within the court of
James I Life has never been quiet for Frances Gorges at the court of King James, but after
finding herself at the center of plots and conspiracies for many years both as an accused
witch and a secret Catholic, by 1614 Frances hopes to distance herself from the decadence
and ruthlessness of the aging and venal monarch. However, when a handsome stranger
appears at a courtier's country estate, he immediately draws the wandering eyes of the King,
throwing the established order of the court into upheaval. George Villiers is ambitious and
violent, ready to take down whatever--and whoever--stands in his way, including Frances
and her husband Sir Thomas Tyringham. New friends and old alliances--from Francis Bacon
and Prince Charles to Sir Walter Raleigh--will offer Frances ways to resist the treachery of
Villiers, but danger and Catholic plotting always lurks just around the corner, and sometimes

from unexpected sources. With her meticulous eye for detail and evocative storytelling,
Tracy Borman's The Fallen Angel is a riveting conclusion to her trilogy set during the first
Stuart monarch's reign.
Henrietta Howard Tracy Borman 2007 Henrietta Howard, later Countess of Suffolk, was the
long-term mistress and confidante of King George II. This book provides an insight into the
dynamics of the Georgian court, and reveals a woman who was far more than the mistress
to the King: a dedicated patron of the arts; and, a lively and talented intellectual in her own
right.
Dial Sorcery Jo-Ann Carson 2022-03-07 Dial Sorcery Trouble brews when a powerful
enchantress fights a curse. When Grigoire the gargoyle asks the enchantress Jane Black to
break a curse, her successful storefront for all-things witchy runs into trouble. Using arcane
scripts, Jane casts intricate spells to shatter the web of dark magic entrapping Grig, but as
they work through the process together, Jane's sorcery creates unexpected consequences
in town. While the local wizards, shifters, and mages turn against her, her usual allies offer
their assistance. There is Leos a drool-worthy dragon enforcer who is too hot to handle,
Alessandro a blackmailing vampire with his own agenda, and her loving family of witches
and warlocks who take great delight in swishing their brooms and swords in her business
whenever they can. Adding to this pandemonium, her snarky familiar, isn't talking to her.
Jane, true to her personal code, is determined to make things better for everyone or die
trying. Is Jane's magic strong enough to crack the curse, and mend the town's mojo? Will her
full-service sorcery, survive this scandal? Read the Dial Sorcery to find out. Dial Sorcery is
the second book in the Dial Witch, urban fantasy trilogy and is part of the Mystic Keep world.
It features witches, warlocks, werewolves and vampires, and is filled with humorous
adventure and heart-warming romance. It can be read as a standalone.
The Devil's Slave Tracy Borman 2019-06-13 'So vividly evoked that you are there, living the
story' Alison Weir *** Frances Gorges was accused of witchcraft - and she survived. But if
her torturers at the court of King James discover she is pregnant with the child of Tom
Wintour, her lover executed for his part in the Gunpowder Plot, it will mean certain death.
Then Frances is offered an escape: marriage. She will not be expected to sleep with her new
husband, only to give up the cause for which Tom died. But even when she is surrounded by
the venomous dangers of life at court, Frances finds old loyalties hard to deny... Compelling,
sensual, suspenseful, The Devil's Slave is a novel of family, power and heartbreaking
dilemmas. It is also a surprising, thrilling love story. *** 'A lively, entertaining novel' The
Sunday Times 'Powerfully accomplished and vividly detailed... I swallowed this book in two
great gulps' Sarah Gristwood, author of Game of Queens 'Rich evocation of 17th Century life
The Times 'Empathetic and knowledgeable' Daily Mail
Witches Tracy Borman 2014-10-02 September 1613. In Belvoir Castle, the heir of one of
Englandâe(tm)s great noble families falls suddenly and dangerously ill. His body is
âe~tormentedâe(tm) with violent convulsions. Within a few short weeks he will suffer an
excruciating death. Soon the whole family will be stricken with the same terrifying symptoms.
The second son, the last male of the line, will not survive. It is said witches are to blame. And
so the Earl of Rutlandâe(tm)s sons will not be the last to die. Witches traces the dramatic
events which unfolded at one of Englandâe(tm)s oldest and most spectacular castles four
hundred years ago. The case is among those which constitute the European witch craze of
the 15th-18th centuries, when suspected witches were burned, hanged, or tortured by the
thousand. Like those other cases, it is a tale of superstition, the darkest limits of the human
imagination and, ultimately, injustice âe" a reminder of how paranoia and hysteria can create
an environment in which nonconformism spells death. But as Tracy Borman reveals here, it

is not quite typical. The most powerful and Machiavellian figure of the Jacobean court had a
vested interest in events at Belvoir.He would mastermind a conspiracy that has remained
hidden for centuries.
America Bewitched: The Story of Witchcraft After Salem Owen Davies 2013-02-21 America
Bewitched is the first major history of witchcraft in America - from the Salem witch trials of
1692 to the present day. The infamous Salem trials are etched into the consciousness of
modern America, the human toll a reminder of the dangers of intolerance and persecution.
The refrain Remember Salem! was invoked frequently over the ensuing centuries. As time
passed, the trials became a milepost measuring the distance America had progressed from
its colonial past, its victims now the righteous and their persecutors the shamed. Yet the
story of witchcraft did not end as the American Enlightenment dawned - a new,long, and
chilling chapter was about to begin.Witchcraft after Salem was not just a story of fire-side
tales, legends, and superstitions: it continued to be a matter of life and death, souring the
American dream for many. We know of more people killed as witches between 1692 and the
1950s than were executed before it. Witches were part of the story of the decimation of the
Native Americans, the experience of slavery and emancipation, and the immigrant
experience; they were embedded in the religious and social history of the country. Yetthe
history of American witchcraft between the eighteenth and the twentieth century also tells a
less traumatic story, one that shows how different cultures interacted and shaped each
others languages and beliefs. This is therefore much more than the tale of one persecuted
community: it opens a fascinating window on the fears, prejudices, hopes, and dreams of the
American people as their country rose from colony to superpower.
The Story of Kensington Palace Tracy Borman 2019-04-04 Today Kensington Palace is
synonymous with young royals; it is the official home of TRH The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge and their family, and of TRH The Duke and Duchess of Sussex. It is also famous
for being the residence of Diana, Princess of Wales, during the last years of her life, and
visitors still flock to the palace to learn about her story. But the history of Kensington
stretches back much further. It boasts more than three centuries of continuous royal
occupation, making it unique among the Historic Royal Palaces. Formerly a private house
enlarged by Christopher Wren in the late 17th century to suit the needs of William and Mary,
Kensington Palace was the favoured home of five sovereigns until the death of George II in
1760. William and Mary were attracted by its location in what was then a small village to the
west of London, with easy access to the capital but with much cleaner air. This remained its
greatest advantage for the following two centuries, before it was overtaken by London's rapid
expansion. Nonetheless, surrounded by its gardens, the palace still offers the same privacy
and tranquillity that so appealed to its original royal owners. Even after its conversion into a
royal residence, the palace remained a rather unprepossessing building, fashioned out of
reddish-grey brick. However, this belied its architectural significance, for it was shaped and
decorated by some of the country's leading architects, artists, craftsmen and designers, and
is now a major national monument. The palace's social and political significance is arguably
even greater. Kensington has played host to some of the most important personalities and
events in the long history of the royal family. It was the birthplace and childhood home of
Queen Victoria, and it was here that she held her first council meeting as monarch in 1837.
During the previous century, Kensington had been divided into apartments for the younger
generation of royals - an arrangement that continues today. From the late 19th century
onwards, it became a visitor attraction, a museum and home to the Royal Ceremonial Dress
Collection. Today the palace attracts more than 400,000 visitors a year. In this new
illustrated account, Tracy Borman tells the fascinating story of Kensington from private

residence to modern-day royal palace, describing not only the development of the building
and its magnificent gardens, but also the dramas and intrigues of court life. Its history is set
against a backdrop of events that shaped both Britain and its monarchy: from the Jacobite
uprisings of the mid-18th century to the rise of industrialization in the 19th, and the
turbulence of world war in the 20th. Here, in the domestic surrounds of the palace, the
monarchy evolved and modernized in tandem with the times. The story of Kensington Palace
is, in short, the story of the modern monarchy.
Henry VIII and the men who made him Tracy Borman 2018-11-01 'An outstanding work of
historical artistry, a brilliantly woven and pacy story of the men who surrounded, influenced
and sometimes plagued Henry VIII.' Alison Weir Henry VIII is well known for his tumultuous
relationships with women, and he is often defined by his many marriages. But what do we
see if we take a different look? When we see Henry through the men in his life, a new
perspective on this famous king emerges. Henry's relationships with the men who
surrounded him reveal much about his beliefs, behaviour and character. They show him to
be capable of fierce, but seldom abiding loyalty; of raising men only to destroy them later. He
loved to be attended and entertained by boisterous young men who shared his passion for
sport, but at other times he was more diverted by men of intellect, culture and wit. Often
trusting and easily led by his male attendants and advisers during the early years of his
reign, he matured into a profoundly suspicious and paranoid king whose favour could be
suddenly withdrawn, as many of his later servants found to their cost. His cruelty and
ruthlessness would become ever more apparent as his reign progressed, but the tenderness
that he displayed towards those he trusted proves that he was never the one-dimensional
monster that he is often portrayed as. In this fascinating and often surprising new biography,
Tracy Borman reveals Henry's personality in all its multi-faceted, contradictory glory.
Crown & Sceptre: A New History of the British Monarchy, from Willam the Conqueror to
Elizabeth II Tracy Borman 2021-12-07 On the eve of Queen Elizabeth II's historic 70th
anniversary on the throne, Tracy Borman's sweeping narrative of the British monarchy
illuminates one of history's most iconic and enduring legacies
Demonology and Witch-Hunting in Early Modern Europe Julian Goodare 2020-07-20
Demonology – the intellectual study of demons and their powers – contributed to the
prosecution of thousands of witches. But how exactly did intellectual ideas relate to
prosecutions? Recent scholarship has shown that some of the demonologists’ concerns
remained at an abstract intellectual level, while some of the judges’ concerns reflected
popular culture. This book brings demonology and witch-hunting back together, while placing
both topics in their specific regional cultures. The book’s chapters, each written by a leading
scholar, cover most regions of Europe, from Scandinavia and Britain through to Germany,
France and Switzerland, and Italy and Spain. By focusing on various intellectual levels of
demonology, from sophisticated demonological thought to the development of specific
demonological ideas and ideas within the witch trial environment, the book offers a thorough
examination of the relationship between demonology and witch-hunting. Demonology and
Witch-Hunting in Early Modern Europe is essential reading for all students and researchers
of the history of demonology, witch-hunting and early modern Europe.
Witch Stories Elizabeth Lynn Linton 1861
The History of Witchcraft in Europe John Ashton 2019-12-18 Witchcraft in Europe was
believed to be a combination of sorcery and heresy. While sorcery attempts to produce
negative supernatural effects through formulas and rituals, heresy is the Christian
contribution to witchcraft in which an individual makes a pact with the Devil. In addition,
heresy denies witches the recognition of important Christian values such as baptism,

salvation, Christ and sacraments. In Early Modern European tradition, witches were
stereotypically, though not exclusively, women. European pagan belief in witchcraft was
associated with the goddess Diana and dismissed as "diabolical fantasies" by medieval
Christian authors. Witch-hunts first appeared in large numbers during the 14th and 15th
centuries. It was commonly believed that individuals with power and prestige were involved
in acts of witchcraft and even cannibalism. Table of Contents: The Superstitions of Witchcraft
by Howard Williams The Devil in Britain and America by John Ashton Lives of the
Necromancers by William Godwin Witch, Warlock, and Magician by W. H. Davenport Adams
The Witch Mania by Charles Mackay Magic and Witchcraft by George Moir Witchcraft &
Second Sight in the Highlands & Islands of Scotland by John G. Campbell Witchcraft and
Superstitious Record in the South-Western District of Scotland by John Maxwell Wood
Practitioners of Magic & Witchcraft and Clairvoyance by Bram Stoker Witch Stories by E.
Lynn Linton Mary Schweidler, the Amber Witch by Wilhelm Meinhold Sidonia, the Sorceress
by Wilhelm Meinhold Glimpses of the Supernatural – Witchcraft and Necromancy by
Frederick George Lee Letters On Demonology And Witchcraft by Sir Walter Scott La
Sorcière: The Witch of the Middle Ages by Jules Michelet Modern Magic by M. Schele de
Vere
The Voices of Nîmes Suzannah Lipscomb 2019 Most of the women who ever lived left no
trace of their existence on the record of history. In this book, Suzannah Lipscomb recovers
the lives and aspirations of ordinary sixteenth- and seventeenth-century French women,
using rich source material to show what they thought about their lives, menfolk, friendships,
faith, and sex.
The Private Lives of the Tudors Tracy Borman 2016-05-19 'Borman approaches her topic
with huge enthusiasm and a keen eye for entertaining...this is a very human story of a
remarkable family, full of vignettes that sit long in the mind.' Dan Jones, The Sunday Times
'Tracy Borman's eye for detail is impressive; the book is packed with fascinating courtly
minutiae... this is a wonderful book.' The Times 'Borman is an authoritative and engaging
writer, good at prising out those humanising details that make the past alive to us.' The
Observer 'Fascinating, detailed account of the everyday reality of the royals... This is a book
of rich scholarship.' Daily Mail 'Tracy Borman's passion for the Tudor period shines forth
from the pages of this fascinatingly detailed book, which vividly illuminates what went on
behind the scenes at the Tudor court.' Alison Weir 'I do not live in a corner. A thousand eyes
see all I do.' Elizabeth I The Tudor monarchs were constantly surrounded by an army of
attendants, courtiers and ministers. Even in their most private moments, they were
accompanied by a servant specifically appointed for the task. A groom of the stool would
stand patiently by as Henry VIII performed his daily purges, and when Elizabeth I retired for
the evening, one of her female servants would sleep at the end of her bed. These attendants
knew the truth behind the glamorous exterior. They saw the tears shed by Henry VII upon
the death of his son Arthur. They knew the tragic secret behind 'Bloody' Mary's phantom
pregnancies. And they saw the 'crooked carcass' beneath Elizabeth I's carefully applied
makeup, gowns and accessories. It is the accounts of these eyewitnesses, as well as a rich
array of other contemporary sources that historian Tracy Borman has examined more closely
than ever before. With new insights and discoveries, and in the same way that she brilliantly
illuminated the real Thomas Cromwell - The Private Life of the Tudors will reveal previously
unexamined details about the characters we think we know so well.
Witchcraft in Early Modern Scotland Lawrence Normand 2022-03-23 This volume provides a
valuable introduction to the key concepts of witchcraft and demonology through a detailed
study of one of the best known and most notorious episodes of Scottish history, the North

Berwick witch hunt, in which King James was involved as alleged victim, interrogator, judge
and demonologist. It provides hitherto unpublished and inaccessible material from the legal
documentation of the trials in a way that makes the material fully comprehensible, as well as
full texts of the pamphlet News from Scotland and James' Demonology, all in a readable,
modernised, scholarly form. Full introductory sections and supporting notes provide
information about the contexts needed to understand the texts: court politics, social history
and culture, religious changes, law and the workings of the court, and the history of
witchcraft prosecutions in Scotland before 1590. The book also brings to bear on this
material current scholarship on the history of European witchcraft.
The King's Witch Tracy Borman 2018-07-03 The first in a trilogy of historical novels set at the
dramatic endpoint of the Tudor reign and the dangerous start of the Stuart era
Geography Of Witchcraft Montague Summers 2022-03-23 In this work the author gives
detailed evidence for the ascent of Witchcraft set out in his previous volume of The History
Witchcraft and Demonology. The epedemic that occurred is trated as it appeared in various
countries and comprehensive chapters deal with Grece, rome, England, Scotland, New
England, France, Germany, Italy and Spain.
The Witch and Warlock MEGAPACK ®: 25 Tales of Magic-Users Lawrence Watt-Evans
2015-11-19 Witches and warlocks have been part of the fantasy field since its beginning.
After all, you need someone to actually use magic if you're going to have it in your story. And
magic-users can appear in any setting, from ancient Rome to the modern world, from
imaginary kingdoms to the old Salem colony. Here are 25 tales spanning time and space,
with only one things in common (aside from great storytelling): witches and warlocks!
Included are: WITCHES, by Janet Fox THE TRAP, by Henry S. Whitehead and H.P.
Lovecraft ELOMA'S SECOND CAREER, by Lorie Calkins SALEM'S CHILDREN, by Mary
Leader THE INN OF THE TWO WITCHES: A FIND, by Joseph Conrad THE WITCH OF
FAITH LANE, by Skadi meic Beorh YOU SHALL HAVE THIS DELICACY, by Mark
McLaughlin THE CRIMES OF LADY FOWLIS, by Eliza Lynn Linton THE HORNED
WOMEN, by Lady Wilde THE VOICE IN THE NIGHT, by William J. Wintle AD GEHENNAM
TECUM, by Robert Reginald LOIS THE WITCH, by Elizabeth Gaskell THE SIX SKILLS OF
MADAME LUMIERE, by Marissa Lingen THE HOLLOW OF THE THREE HILLS, by
Nathaniel Hawthorne SMALL MAGIC, by Janet Fox OLD DEB AND OTHER OLD COLONY
WITCHES, by William Root Bliss THE LEGEND OF THE PIPE, by Launcelot THE JUSTICEBEARER, by Cynthia Ward DEMONS ARE A GHOUL'S BEST FRIEND, by M.E. Brines THE
SORCERER EVORAGDOU, by Darrell Schweitzer SCREAMING IN SILENCE, by C.J.
Henderson & Bruce Gehweiler THE UNBELIEVER, by Janet Fox THE ROBBERY, by
Cynthia Ward KEEPING UP APPEARANCES, by Lawrence Watt-Evans BRIGHT STREETS
OF AIR, by Nina Kiriki Hoffman And don't forget to search this ebook store for "Wildside
Press Megapack" to see the 260+ entries in the MEGAPACK® series, covering science
fiction, fantasy, horror, mysteries, westerns, author collections...and much, much more!
Queen of the Conqueror Tracy Borman 2012 Chronicles the achievements of the Matilda of
Flanders, the ruthless wife of William the Conqueror who eschewed the traditional views of
women in medieval society. By the author of Elizabeth's Women. 15,000 first printing.
Gypsy Sorcery and Fortune Telling - Illustrated by Numerous Incantations, Specimens of
Medical Magic, Anecdotes and Tales Charles Godfrey Leland 2015-10-28 This vintage work
contains a collection of the customs, usages, and ceremonies used among gypsies, as
regards fortune-telling, witch-doctoring, love-philtering, and other sorcery, illustrated by many
anecdotes and instances, taken either from works as yet very little known to the English
reader or from personal experiences. Within a very few years, since Ethnology and

Archaeology have received a great inspiration, and much enlarged their scope through Folklore, everything relating to such subjects is studied with far greater interest and to much
greater profit than was the case when they were cultivated in a languid, half-believing, halfsceptical spirit which was in reality rather one of mere romance than reason. Now that we
seek with resolution to find the whole truth, be it based on materialism, spiritualism, or their
identity, we are amazed to find that the realm of marvel and mystery, of wonder and poetry,
connected with what we vaguely call “magic,” far from being explained away or exploded,
enlarges before us as we proceed, and that not into a mere cloudland, gorgeous land, but
into a country of reality in which men of science who would once have disdained the mere
thought thereof are beginning to stray.
Crown & Sceptre Tracy Borman 2021-11-18 A stunning tour de force and a remarkable
achievement.- Alison Weir This is Our Island Story for the modern age. - Charles Spencer
'Not just a brilliant compendium of biographies, but the biography of an institution: a
marvellous read' - Tom Holland 'This royal throne of kings, this sceptred isle' (William
Shakespeare, Richard II) The British monarchy is the one of the most iconic and enduring
institutions in the world. It has weathered the storms of rebellion, revolution and war that
brought many of Europe's royal families to an abrupt and bloody end. Its unique survival
owes much to the fact that, for all its ancient traditions and protocol, the royal family has
proved remarkably responsive to change, evolving to reflect the times. But for much of its
history, it also spearheaded seismic change, shaping our religious, political and cultural
identity and establishing the British monarchy as the envy of the world. There has never
been a more apposite moment to consider the history of this extraordinary survivor. Within
the next decade, there is likely to be a change of monarch, sparking renewed global interest
on a scale not seen since Elizabeth II's coronation in 1953. Even the media and popular
frenzy evoked by recent royal events such as royal weddings and births will not compare to
that generated by the accession of a new king. In the lead up to this pivotal moment in
Britain's history, Crown & Sceptre explores the history and evolution of the monarchy from
1066 to the present day, feeding the renewed interest not just in the modern royals but in the
predecessors who helped shape the institution into what it is today. "Crown and Sceptre
shows an astonishing command of a thousand years of the British monarchy, its traditions,
roles and realities beyond the pageantry and romance. Beautifully crafted, insightful, and a
genuine pleasure to read, it underscores the royal heritage at the heart of a nation." - Lauren
Mackay "Crown and Sceptre" combines an eminently accessible narrative with a lucid
scholarly lens. Tracy Borman skilfully unravels the trials and triumphs of this ever-shifting
institution. By charting both the majesty and mechanics of monarchy, we get a vivid
understanding of why its glittering gears shifted over time, and by whom the levers of change
were pulled. A triumph.' - Owen Emmerson, Curator at Hever Castle 'Tracy Borman's
passion for the British monarch and the crown is infectious and compelling!' - Estelle
Paranque 'Borman embraces a huge task' - Gerard DeGroot, The Times Enlightening,
gripping and skilfully composed, Tracy Borman navigates the twists and turns of the British
monarchy with an expert hand. A pacy narrative that's simply bursting with colour and
intrigue, Crown and Sceptre is both powerful and compulsively readable. A masterpiece. Nicola Tallis
The King's Witch Tracy Borman 2018-06-14 Already a great historian, Tracy Borman proves
with this thrilling debut novel that she is also a born storyteller. As she helps to nurse the
dying Queen Elizabeth, Frances Gorges longs for the fields and ancient woods of her
parents' Hampshire estate, where she has learned to use the flowers and herbs to become a
much-loved healer. Frances is happy to stay in her beloved countryside when the new King

arrives from Scotland, bringing change, fear and suspicion. His court may be shockingly
decadent, but James's religion is Puritan, intolerant of all the old ways; he has already put to
death many men for treason and women for witchcraft. So when her ambitious uncle forcibly
brings Frances to court, she is trapped in a claustrophobic world of intrigue and betrayal and a ready target for the twisted scheming of Lord Cecil, the King's first minister.
Surrounded by mortal dangers, Frances finds happiness only with the precocious young
Princess Elizabeth, and Tom Wintour, the one courtier she can trust. Or can she? 'Watch out
Philippa Gregory and Alison Weir, I can see a new contender for the Queen of Historical
Fiction!' Netgalley reviewer 'A fascinating read, felt very true to time period but with that
personal touch . . . Five stars' Jeannie Zelos book reviews
Witches Tracy Borman 2013-08-29 September 1613. In Belvoir Castle, the heir of one of
England’s great noble families falls suddenly and dangerously ill. His body is ‘tormented’ with
violent convulsions. Within a few short weeks he will suffer an excruciating death. Soon the
whole family will be stricken with the same terrifying symptoms. The second son, the last
male of the line, will not survive. It is said witches are to blame. And so the Earl of Rutland’s
sons will not be the last to die. Witches traces the dramatic events which unfolded at one of
England’s oldest and most spectacular castles four hundred years ago. The case is among
those which constitute the European witch craze of the 15th-18th centuries, when suspected
witches were burned, hanged, or tortured by the thousand. Like those other cases, it is a tale
of superstition, the darkest limits of the human imagination and, ultimately, injustice – a
reminder of how paranoia and hysteria can create an environment in which nonconformism
spells death. But as Tracy Borman reveals here, it is not quite typical. The most powerful and
Machiavellian figure of the Jacobean court had a vested interest in events at Belvoir.He
would mastermind a conspiracy that has remained hidden for centuries.
The Devil's Slave Grove/Atlantic, Incorporated 2020-09-22 The acclaimed biographer of
Henry VIII and Thomas Cromwell returns with the second novel in her historical trilogy set in
the early years of the treacherous Stuart reign
The Fallen Angel Tracy Borman 2020-11-05 'An outstanding page-turner . . . historical fiction
at its absolute best' - Alison Weir 'An engaging heroine . . . and Borman's depiction of
Villiers, with all his ruthless charisma, is striking' - The Sunday Times Frances Gorges has
happiness within her grasp. King James would rather be hunting stags with her beloved
husband Thomas than chasing witches, which means her medical skills and herbal
knowledge no longer hang over her like a death sentence. Her family is growing and their
estates are secure. But a new arrival at court brings intrigue, jealousy and danger. George
Villiers is a young man with the face of an angel and the cunning heart of a devil. Soon
James is besotted by this charismatic new lover. Former favourites are crushed with
scheming and lies. Thomas's life is made a misery and Frances is back under suspicion as
Villiers plots to marry her friend Katherine Manners and seize her fortune. Appalled at the
courtier's greed and the King's weakness, Frances finds herself drawn back to her old friend
Sir Walter Raleigh and his last, desperate plot to see a Catholic monarch on the throne. And
then her troubles really begin . . . 'Unexpected twists and turns with every page . . .
masterfully crafted' - Nicola Tallis 'Lots of fascinating detail and insight into James's
backstabbing court . . . enjoyable' - The Times 'Lush, wholly convincing and utterly gripping.
Fact and fiction have rarely been blent so seamlessly' - Sarah Gristwood
Thomas Cromwell Tracy Borman 2015-01-06 “An exceptional and compelling biography
about one of the Tudor Age’s most complex and controversial figures.” —Alison Weir
Thomas Cromwell has long been reviled as a Machiavellian schemer who stopped at nothing
in his quest for power. As King Henry VIII’s right-hand man, Cromwell was the architect of

the English Reformation; secured Henry’s divorce from Catherine of Aragon and plotted the
downfall of his second wife, Anne Boleyn; and was fatally accused of trying to usurp the king
himself. In this engrossing biography, acclaimed British historian Tracy Borman reveals a
different side to one of history’s most notorious characters: that of a caring husband and
father, a fiercely loyal servant and friend, and a revolutionary who was key in transforming
medieval England into a modern state. Thomas Cromwell was at the heart of the most
momentous events of his time—from funding the translation and dissemination of the first
vernacular Bible to legitimizing Anne Boleyn as queen—and wielded immense power over
both church and state. The impact of his seismic political, religious, and social reforms can
still be felt today. Grounded in excellent primary source research, Thomas Cromwell gives
an inside look at a monarchy that has captured the Western imagination for centuries and
tells the story of a controversial and enigmatic man who forever changed the shape of his
country. “An intelligent, sympathetic, and well researched biography.” —The Wall Street
Journal “Borman unravels the story of Cromwell’s rise to power skillfully . . . If you want the
inside story of Thomas Cromwell . . . this is the book for you.” —The Weekly Standard “An
engrossing biography. . . . A fine rags-to-riches-to-executioner’s-block story of a major figure
of the English Reformation.” —Kirkus Reviews “An insightful biography of a much-maligned
historical figure.” —Booklist
Matilda Tracy Borman 2011-10-31 Read the thrilling, tempestuous story of the 'first' Queen
of England. Matilda, wife of William the Conqueror, was the first woman to be crowned
Queen of England and formally recognised as such by her subjects. Beyond this, however,
little is known of her. No contemporary images of her remain, and the chroniclers of her age
left us only the faintest clues as to her life. Who was this spectral queen? In this first major
biography, Tracy Borman sifts through the evidence to uncover an extraordinary story.
Matilda was loving and pious, possessed strength, ambition and intelligence, and was
fiercely independent. All of these attributes gave her unparalleled influence over William.
Although Matilda would provide an inspiring template for future indomitable queens, these
qualities also led to treachery, revolt and the fracturing of a dynasty. Matilda: Wife of the
Conqueror, First Queen of England takes us from the courts of Flanders to the opulence of
royal life in England. Alive with intrigue, rumour and betrayal, it illuminates for the first time
the life of an exceptional, brave and complex queen pivotal to the history of England.
A Really Useful Guide to the Georgians Tracy Borman 2014
Henry VIII Tracy Borman 2020-01-21 From acclaimed historian Tracy Borman, a penetrating
new portrait of Henry VIII and the men who greatly impacted his life and historic reign
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